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Signature of Preparer
I. Introduction
Is it proper for a certified public accountant to prepare a 
Federal tax return and deliver it to the taxpayer without having 
signed the preparer’s declaration?
II. Statement
A CPA should sign as preparer any Federal tax return which 
requires the signature of a preparer if he prepares it for and 
transmits it to the taxpayer or another, whether or not the return 
was prepared for compensation.
I II . Explanation
Section 1.6065-1 ( b ) (1) of the Income Tax Regulations re­
quires that a preparer must sign the preparer’s declaration on a 
return providing for such verification where the return is pre­
pared for a taxpayer for compensation or as an incident to the 
performance of other services for which compensation is re­
ceived. It is clear that if the CPA is the “preparer” of a return 
(in the sense of the Regulation) he should sign the preparer’s 
declaration and may not avoid doing so willfully. A CPA also 
should sign a return prepared by him whether or not it is pre­
pared for compensation. Although this latter requirement goes 
beyond the scope of the Regulation, it represents a step in the 
establishment of uniform standards of responsibility in tax return 
preparation by CPAs.
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A typical example of a preparer’s declaration (taken from the 
1963 Form 1040) follows:
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return, 
including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of 
my knowledge and belief it is true, correct and complete. If prepared 
by a person other than taxpayer, his declaration is based on all in­
formation of which he has any knowledge.
The following examples reflect the committee’s understanding 
of when the CPA is a “preparer.” The examples are intended to 
be illustrative and are offered to provide a basis for resolving 
doubts which may arise in the course of a CPA’s practice:
A. Situations considered to constitute the preparation of a return,
and in which the CPA’s signature as preparer is required.
1. The CPA assembles information pertinent to the taxpayer’s 
return, and completes the return and transmits it to the 
taxpayer. The CPA is required to sign the return as pre­
parer whether the CPA prepares the return from informa­
tion supplied by the taxpayer, or from information obtained 
by the CPA directly or indirectly from the taxpayer's 
books and records. This requirement is unchanged whether 
the CPA conducted an examination of the financial state­
ments in accordance with generally accepted auditing 
standards, or whether he expressed or disclaimed an opin­
ion on them.
2. The CPA assembles information as in Situation A-1 above 
and completes a draft of the return but does not perform 
certain mechanical functions, such as typing or repro­
ducing (e.g., the draft of the return is prepared in pencil), 
and forwards it to the taxpayer. The CPA’s arrangement 
with the taxpayer should provide that before the return 
is filed, the taxpayer will make the draft and the return 
to be filed available to the CPA for proofing and signature.
3. The CPA prepares a return as in Situation A-1 above and 
transmits it to the taxpayer ready for filing, except for 
certain minor items or supplemental information which2
will not affect the taxable income or loss and which are 
to be inserted in the return by the taxpayer. The CPA 
should sign the return before it is transmitted to the tax­
payer. An example of a minor item is a taxpayer’s identi­
fication number; pension plan data is an example of 
supplemental information.
4. The CPA reviews a return originally prepared by the 
taxpayer or another and, under authority conferred by the 
taxpayer, either makes substantial changes in the return or 
substantial changes are made by the taxpayer or another 
at the CPA’s direction. In this situation the CPA is con­
sidered to be a preparer, should sign the return and, ac­
cordingly, should satisfy himself as to the content of the 
entire return. On the other hand, if the CPA’s engagement 
is limited to submitting recommendations, he is not con­
sidered to be a preparer. The term “substantial changes” 
means the revisions are significant in relation to the tax­
payer’s taxable income or loss, or the tax liability for the 
year. (Review situations in which the CPA is not the 
preparer will be discussed in a subsequent statement.)
B. Situations not considered to constitute the preparation of a 
return, and in which the CPA’s signature as preparer is not 
required.
1. A taxpayer transmits to a CPA an otherwise completed 
return with the request that the CPA perform certain 
mechanical service, such as typing or reproducing.
2. In the course of an examination of financial statements the 
CPA assembles some, but not a preponderant part, of the 
information which is used for the preparation of a return 
by the client or another.
3. The CPA prepares a schedule (e.g., capital gains, foreign 
tax credit, etc.) and transmits it to the taxpayer for in­
clusion in a return. The remainder of the return is com­
pleted by the taxpayer or another. 3
4. In the course of an examination of financial statements:
(a ) The CPA makes a determination of taxable income or 
loss in considering the client’s tax liability, but not in con­
nection with the preparation of a return. (b) The CPA 
reviews a return prepared by the client or another, before 
it is filed, for the sole purpose of considering the client’s 
tax liability. The CPA neither makes substantial changes 
(as described in Situation A-4) in the return nor are sub­
stantial changes made by the taxpayer or another at the 
CPA’s direction.
5. During or after the close of the taxable year the CPA ad­
vises a taxpayer as to the taxability, deductibility or 
presentation of certain items in a return.
(In each of the above situations it is assumed that the CPA 
did not perform additional services which, when taken to­
gether with the situation discussed, would constitute prepara­
tion of a return.)
C. Other situations.
1. The CPA assembles information pertinent to the tax­
payer’s return, but discontinues work on it due to a dis­
agreement with the taxpayer as to the presentation of an 
item. At the taxpayer’s request the CPA transmits to him 
the incomplete return. The CPA is not required to sign 
the incomplete return, and in his letter of transmittal 
should disavow responsibility as preparer.
2. The CPA prepared a return, signed and transmitted it to 
the taxpayer. The taxpayer requests that the CPA make 
certain changes. If the changes sought by the taxpayer 
meet with the approval of the CPA, the CPA should sign 
the return as revised. If the changes sought by the tax­
payer are unacceptable to the CPA and an impasse de­
velops, the CPA should refuse to revise the return or to 
sign a return as revised by the taxpayer.
In connection with an engagement to prepare a return, it4
should be recognized that the return, upon transmission to the 
taxpayer, belongs to the taxpayer. Before filing a return prepared 
by a CPA, a taxpayer could make changes in it without the 
CPA’s knowledge or permission. It is recommended that the CPA 
preserve a copy of each return in the form in which it was trans­
mitted to the taxpayer.
IV. Applicability
This statement is confined to Federal tax practice. It applies 
to the preparation of Federal tax returns by CPAs in public 
practice, and by CPAs in private employment to the extent that 
they prepare returns outside of their regular employment. The 
Regulations except employees from the requirement of veri­
fication of certain tax returns prepared by them, if prepared in 
the scope of their employment, for their employers or fellow 
employees. Therefore, they are excepted to that extent from the 
application of this statement.
Although, for convenience, this statement is written in terms of 
an individual CPA, it applies equally to the CPA’s staff, members 
of a CPA partnership, and the staff of a CPA partnership.
NOTE
This statement has been approved by at least two-thirds of the 
members of the committee on Federal taxation, reached on a 
formal vote after examination of the subject matter. It has not 
been considered and acted upon by the Council of the Institute 
Its authority rests upon the statutes and regulations of the taxing 
authority and the general acceptability of the committee’s inter­
pretations. The statement is not intended to be retroactive,
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